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*Express DiceTM

FDP65.820SI – MultiPro ExpressTM

Key features:What’s in the box?

3L Capacity

3L
Storage Bag

2-in-1 Baking 

Tool

Patented

New

New

New

New

Original all-in-one system

*Express Serve and

DiceTM

Combine each accessory with the patented 

Express ServeTM technology for slicing, 

grating and even dicing directly onto a 

serving plate

Precision Cutting

Whether you want to cook large quantities or prepare various meals to get you through the week, Kenwood’s new MultiPro ExpressTM offers the capacity and 

skill to support you in the kitchen. With the original all-in-one system and the impressive range of attachments, chopping, slicing and grating has never been so 

quick and effortless. The new micro-serrated knife-blade offers precise and consistent chopping results, and the small footprint ensures that food preparation is 

made simple, whilst maximising precious kitchen space. 

Hassle free and HOMEMADE direct to your plate 

With the original all-in-one system from 

Kenwood you can chop, grate, slice, 

blend, knead, pureé, whisk and even 

juice, using just one base.

Precise and consistent results time after 

time, with Kenwood’s cutting system 

and micro-serrated blades.

Easy-clean patented Express DiceTM

system for dicing, crudités and fries.

Patented
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Product Details

Colour Silver with Metal Panel

Materials Plastic with Stainless Steel panel

Dimensions (cm) 16.5H x 22W x 24L (bowl added – 40H)

Weight (kg) 3.9

Packaging Single Pack Multi Pack

FDP65.820SI 
Size (cm) 43H x 30.5W x 49.2L N/A

Weight (kg) 6.49 N/A

Container Qty 20ft 40ft 40ft H MOQ

FDP65.820SI 435 875 1,050 435

SKU Description Barcode

0W22010074 FDP65.820SI KW 

PBL+FP2+CP+DI+SB+ET+DT+ 

DP

Single Pack 5011423206530

Multi Pack N/A

Metal panel: 

easy clean and 

more premium 

look 

Quick reference icons to show key 

functions (printed on a low tack 

transparent sticker)

FDP65.820SI - MultiPro ExpressTM

Ergonomic handle 

at the front, 

nearer the dial

Liquid Silver increases the lustre on 

silver models. Emphasises the 

premium finish both on digital and in 

store displays.

SpeedSelect DialTM, 

perfect for comfortable 

and easy speed 

selection. 

Select speed with 

confidence with the dial 

pointer and the clear 

speed markings. 

Duo feed tube, 

including a mini 

pusher with 

measurement 

markings, perfect 

for adding small 

quantities.


